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Abstract 
Given a convex body C in the plane, its discrete hull is C o = ConvexHull(C N £), where £ = Z x g is 
the integer lattice. We present an O(IC°[ log ~(C))-time algorithm for calculating the discrete hull of C, where 
IC°t denotes the number of vertices of C °, and (5(C) is the diameter of C. Actually, using known combinatorial 
bounds, the running time of the algorithm is 0(6(C) 2/3 log ~(C)). In particular, this bound applies when C is a 
disk. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Convex hull; Discrete hull; Continued fractions 
1. Introduction 
Let C be a planar convex body which we assume to be sujficiently round, in the sense that the 
following condition holds: let/2 = Z x 7Z denote the planar integer lattice. We require that C n /2  is 
lattice-connected; that is, the union of all the horizontal and vertical unit line segments that connect 
between pairs of points in C N/2 is connected; see Fig. 1. The discrete hull C o of C is defined as the 
convex hull of C N/2; see Fig. 2 for an illustration. 
The discrete hull arises in several applications. For example, in computer graphics, C o is a natural 
polygonal representation f the convex shape C. See [5,9,14,17] for related work. 
The discrete hull has the useful property that the number of its vertices is relatively small; more 
precisely, this number is O(~(C)2/3), where ~(C) is the diameter of C. This is a special case of a 
more general bound, established in [1], for convex lattice polytopes in arbitrary dimension. For the 
sake of completeness, we provide a simple proof for the planar case (see Lemma 3.1). A similar proof 
has also been given in [14]. This property makes the discrete hull an attractive and useful tool for 
approximating convex shapes (see [12] for an application of discrete hulls in three dimensions for 
computing approximate shortest paths on convex polytopes). 
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Fig. 1. On the left, a convex body C such that C ~ £ is lattice-connected; on the right, a convex body C such that C f~ E 
is not lattice-connected. 
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Fig. 2. A disk and its corresponding discrete convex hull. 
Solving a problem raised by Pankaj Agarwal, we present in this paper an output-sensitive algorithm 
for calculating the discrete hull C o of a sufficiently round convex body C. The algorithm runs in time 
O(]C°l log c5(C)), where ]CO[ is the number of vertices of C °. By the above results, this bound is also 
0(6(C) 2/3 log f(C)). 
Suppose we associate a value with each point of G, where G is all the points of the lattice inside 
a square of size N x N. Katz and Volper [14] present a data-structure for an intermixed sequence of 
updates and retrievals of the sum of values of the points of G within a disk, such that a retrieval or 
update operation takes O(N 2/3 log 3 N) time. (An update operation modifies the value associated with 
a vertex of G.) The first stage in answering a query, in the algorithm of [14], is the computation of the 
discrete hull of the query disk. Katz and Volper do not present an efficient algorithm for computing the 
discrete hull of a disk, and their bound holds when counting only the semi-group operations (see [14]). 
By our main result, their algorithm can be extended such that their bound holds in the regular RAM 
model as well. 
Our algorithm employs a variant of the continued-fraction technique used to approximate a real 
number by rationals with small denominators. We first review the machinery needed for this algorithm 
in Section 2, and give a geometric interpretation of it that we will later exploit. The connection 
between continued fractions and the discrete hull of a half-plane was already observed by Klein in 
1895 (see [7]). Furthermore, [10,13,15] use continued fractions to calculate convex polygonal chains 
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that are discrete hulls of some specific shapes. We extend their techniques to handle the more general 
case of an arbitrary convex body. 
Our discrete hull algorithm is presented and analyzed in Section 3. First, in Section 3.1, we derive 
several combinatorial bounds on the complexity of the discrete hull. Next, we describe, in Section 3.2, 
our algorithm in detail, and present several variants of the algorithm. 
We have implemented this algorithm for the special case of a disk. The experimental results are 
reported in Section 4. 
2. The geometr ic  interpretat ion of  cont inued fract ions 
In this section we review the machinery developed for the computation of continued fractions and 
discuss its geometric interpretation. For a review of continued fractions see [7]. 
Given a positive real number , it has a unique representation as a simple continued fractions: 
1 1 1 1 
r = qo + 1 = qo + . . . . . .  
ql + J q l+ q2+ q3+ ' 
q2+ q3+... 
where qi > 0, for i > 0, q0 ~> 0, and q0, ql , .  • • are integers. If r = a/b  is a rational (in reduced form), 
the continued fraction representation f r is finite, namely 
1 1 
r=qo+- -  
ql + qn 
Consider in what follows such an r. Moreover, the following recurrence holds: 
1 
- for i = 0 , . . . ,n ,  qi = [xiJ, Xi+l Xi -- qi' 
where x0 = r. In particular, the terms are byproduct of the calculation of the gcd(a, b), and thus can 
be calculated in O(log min(a, b)) time (see [6]). 
Given a reduced fraction r' = a/b, we define G(r ' )  = (b, a), a point of the integer lattice corre- 
sponding to r ~. 
The intermediate continued fractions, 
1 1 
ri = qO + . . . . .  , for i = 0 , . . . ,  n, 
q l+ qi 
are called the convergents of r. Let ~ be the reduced form of ri, for i = 0, . . . ,  n. The convergent ri
c is between r and ri and is an optimal approximation to r, in the sense that if 3
c r a i  r 
then d > bi, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. See [7]. 
Let p = G(r)  = (b, a) be the point corresponding to r, and let Pi = G(r i )  = (bi, ai) be the planar 
grid point corresponding to ri, for i = 0 , . . . ,  n. We then have Pi = qiPi-1 -t- Pi -2,  for i = 0 , . . . ,  n ,  
where P-2 = (1,0) and P-1 = (0, 1). Furthermore, the only points o f /2  in Aopipi+l are its vertices, 
for i = 0 , . . .  ,n  -- 1 (see [7]). We refer to P0, . . .  ,Pn as the (geometric) convergents o fp .  All this is 
illustrated in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
The convergents of the number 3~ can be obtained by calculating cd(31, 14) by Euclid 
algorithm 
a b ~a/bJ Representation f (14, 31) The convergent r~ 
31 14 2 31(0,1)+14(1,0)  2 
I 14 3 4 14(1,2)+3(0,1)  2+~ 
3 2 I 3 (4 ,9 )+2(1 ,2 )  2+4~ + 
I 2 1 2 2(5,11) + 1(4,9) 2+4h ~ 
Algorithm: GEOMEXmC-GCD(r) 
Input: A rational number . 
Output: The convergents of r': P0, • • •, p,~. 
I. Set>2 ~( l ,0 ) ,P  , ~(0 ,1 ) , i~0 .  
Let 1 be the line y = rx.  
2. Let dray~ = dray(p~ 2,P~ i). If drayi N 1 ¢ 0 then let q~ be the index of the point lying on l, 
namely pi - -  q~p~-~ + p~-2 E 1. Clearly, p~ is the last convergent of r and we are done. 
Otherwise, let q~ be the largest integer such that p~ = q~p~_~ + P~-2 and p~_~ lie on different 
sides of I. 
3. i +--- i + 1. Goto Step 2. 
Fig. 3. The algorithm for computing the discrete-hull simulates the above algorithm, that calculates the convergents of a 
rational number in a geometric manner. 
Given two vectors u, u' E 12, where the coordinates of u' are relatively prime, let r = ray(u, u t) be 
the ray emanating from u in the direction of u'. Let p(r, i) = u ÷ iu' be the ith lattice point of the 
ray, for i ~> 0. We denote by r[i] the closed segment on r between p(r , i )  and p(r , i  + 1), for i ~> 0. 
We denote by dray(u, u') the discrete ray emanating from u in the direction u': 
dray(u,u') = {u + iu ' ] i  C Z, i > 0}. 
The execution of the gcd algorithm can be interpreted as a geometric algorithm in the following 
manner. The intermediate numbers ai, bi in the ith stage of the gcd algorithm are the coefficients of 
p = G(r)  in its representation in the base {Pi-I ,Pi-2}. Each iteration refines the base by replacing its 
shorter vector by a longer one (the new convergent), such that p remains 'in the middle' (i.e., p remains 
a positive combination of the two base vectors). This process continues until the last convergent is
equal to p. 
Thus, calculating the convergents of r can be done in a geometric setting. The algorithm GEOMETRIC- 
GCD that does so is presented in Fig. 3, and an example of its performance is shown in Fig. 4. Note 
that in the algorithm, the division operation of the gcd is replaced by a discrete ray-shooting. 
If r > 0 is irrational, the odd convergents P- I ,P J , . . .  are the vertices of the discrete hull of the 
region that lies above the line l in the positive quadrant of the plane, where l is the line y = rx.  
Similarly, the even convergents P-z ,Po , . . .  are the vertices of the discrete hull of the region that lies 
below l in the x positive half-plane. Those two polygonal chains lie in the half-planes defined by l, 
and they intersect 1only if r is rational (see [7]). 
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8 5 1 
5 3 1 
3 2 1 
2 1 '2 
Current  The  
representat ion convergent  
of (5, 8) r~ 
s(o,a) + 5(Lo) 
5(1,1) + 3(0,1) 
3(1,2) + 2(L1) 
2(2,3) + 1(1,2) 
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Fig. 4. The convergents generated by GEOMETRIC-GCD(~). 
3. The discrete hull 
In this section, we introduce the notion of discrete hull and provide an algorithm for its computation. 
In Section 3.1, we prove several bounds on the complexity of the discrete hull. In Section 3.2, we 
describe algorithm for computing the discrete hull. 
3.1. Combinatorial bounds on the complexity of the discrete hull 
Given a convex body C in the plane, we define the discrete hull C o of C as the convex hull of 
C N £, where/2 = Z × Z is the integer lattice. The following lemma is well known [1,2,14,17]. For 
the sake of completeness we provide here a simple proof. A similar proof has been given in [14]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a convex polygon in the plane, all of whose vertices belong to £, and let D 
be its diameter. Then C has O(D 2/3) vertices. 
Proof. The polygon C is contained in an axis-parallel square of size D, thus the perimeter P(C)  of 
C is at most 4D. 
Let P l , . . . , Pm be the vertices of C in their counterclockwise order around C. 
Let V = {v l , . . . ,  v,~} be the set of vectors connecting consecutive vertices on 0C; that is, vi = 
P~+l -P i ,  for i = l , . . . ,m-  1, and v~ =p l  -P~.  
Let l be a parameter to be specified shortly. By definition, P(C)  = ~-}v~v Iv[. Thus, there are at 
most 4D/1 vectors in V of length larger than or equal to 1. 
Clearly, V cannot contain three collinear vectors, for otherwise one of the points Pi would have to 
lie in the relative interior of an edge of 0C, so it cannot be a vertex of C. This argument also implies 
that any pair of collinear vectors in V must have opposite orientations. Thus the number of vectors 
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q e p 
Fig. 5. Illustrating the proof that h ~ 2/c when w(e) > 1. 
in V of length smaller than l is at most the number of lattice points at distance smaller than l from 
the origin, which in turn is at most 4l 2. 
Thus the number of vertices of C is upper bounded by 4D/ l  + 4l 2. Set I = (D/2)  1/3, the bound 
becomes 6. ~/2D 2/3 and the lemma follows. [] 
For the a case of disk, we have the following extension of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let D be a disk of radius r > 1 in the plane. Then 
1£ O aDiscretenull(D)l = o(F /3 ) .  
Proof. Let D O = DiscreteHull(D). For an edge e = p-~ of D °, we define its weight to be w(e) = 
]E n e I - 1. We assume that e is oriented so that intD ° lies to the left of e. Let v = v(e) be the 
direction vector of e; namely, the shortest lattice vector which is parallel to e and points in the same 
direction. Let c = ]Iv II. Clearly, w(e) = I le]l/c. 
Let 1 be the line passing through e, and let H -  denote the half-plane bounded by l that does not 
contain the center of D. Let D ~ denote the disk of radius r whose boundary passes through p and q, 
and whose center lies in the same side of I as the center of D. 
Clearly, H -  n D ~ C_ H-  n D. Let s denote the point on H-  n 8D ~ with a tangent o D ~ that is 
parallel to e. Let h be the distance between s and e. See Fig. 5. 
We claim that if w = w(e) > 1 then h <<, 2/e. Indeed, let l' be the translation of 1 by distance l i e  
into H- .  The line 1 ~ contains points of the lattice £, and the distance between two consecutive lattice 
points on l' is e (see [11, Chapter 3]). Thus, if h >~ 2/c then Ill' N DII/> Ill' n D'[I/> c. This however 
imply that there must be a point of L; inside H-  n D ~, contradicting the fact that e is an edge of D °. 
An easy calculation shows that h = r - v /r  2 - w2e2/4. Thus, if w > 1 then r - x//r 2 - w2c~-/4 <~ 
2/c, implying that 
W 2 C 2 w 2 c 2 8 
- -<~ ~<-. 
2r r -Jr V/Z "2 -- W2C2/4 e 
Thus w(e) = w <. 4x/ r /c  3/2. This implies that, for w ~> 2, the maximum possible value of c is 
e N/ I. 
The number of lattice vectors of length between e and e + 2 is O(e), and, by Lemma 3.1, the number 
of edges of D O is O(r2/3). Hence, the number of lattice points lying on the edges of D O is bounded 
by the number of edges of weight one, plus the number of lattice points lying on edges of weight 
larger than 1; that is, this number is 
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4¢7 o(F/3) + o(c)   3/2 - + o  : [] 
Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.2 was proved independently by B~ir~iny [3] (but was not published). Further- 
more, B~r~iny and Larman [4] showed that the number of k-dimensional faces of the discrete hull of 
the ball of radius r centered at the origin (in dimension d) is ~)(~,d(d-l)/(d+l)), for k = 0 , . . . ,  d - 1. 
All these results were obtained recently and independently after the original preparation of this paper. 
Remark 3.4. For a compact convex and smooth shape C in the plane, such that the curvature of C is 
bounded from below by c > 0, the number points lEA ODiscreteHull(C)] is O((I/e)2/3). This follows 
by a straightforward extension of the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.5. Given a triangle T, such that two of its vertices belong to £, the number of vertices of 
the discrete hull o f t  is at most 2[log, ~5(T)l 4- 7, where 0 ---- (x/~ 4- 1)/2 is the Golden Ratio. 
Proof. Kahan and Snoeyink showed in [13] how to compute the discrete hull inside such a trian- 
gle in O(log6(T)) time. A careful inspection of their algorithm reveals that it generates at most 
2[log,~5(T)l 4- 7 vertices. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Given a polygon P with n edges in the plane, the complexity of the discrete hull of P 
is at most (2[log~ ~5(T)] 4- 7)~z, where O(P) is the diameter of P. 
Proof. Let p0 be the discrete hull of P, and p a vertex of P. Let r +, r -  denote the two rays that 
emanate from p and are tangent o pO, and let v +, vp- be the two vertices of pO, furthest from p, 
that lie on r +, r - ,  respectively. Clearly, the vertices of p0 inside T = Apv-v + belong to the discrete 
hull of T. By Lemma 3.5, the number of those vertices (including v -  and v+), which, in particular, 
include all vertices of p0 that are visible from p, is at most 2[log~ 6(T)] + 7. 
Applying the above argument to all the vertices of P, we have that the number of vertices of p0 is 
bounded by (2 [log~ ~(T)I + 7)n, since each vertex of p0 is visible from at least one of the vertices 
of P. [] 
3.2. The discrete hull algorithm 
In this section, we present an output sensitive algorithm for computing the discrete hull. The main 
procedure that we present here receives as input a sufficiently round convex body C, and a vertex p of 
C °. It computes the next vertex f of C o counterclockwise from p. The full algorithm first computes 
an initial (e.g., the lowest) vertex P0 of C °, and then applies repeatedly the above procedure until all 
vertices of C o are obtained. 
We assume a model of computation in which C is given implicitly so that (a) we are given a 
lattice point inside C, and (b) we can obtain, in constant ime, the intersection points of any query 
line with OC, when these points exist. Moreover, we also include the floor function in our model of 
computation. This allows us also to perform, in constant ime, discrete ray shootings, where, for a 
query discrete ray dray(u, v), we want to find its first point inside or outside C. 
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Let T = Aovw be a right-angle triangle, such that o is the origin, v = (x(v),y(v)) lies in the 
positive quadrant of the plane, and w = (x(v), 0) lies on the x-axis. The point u of the (upper) edge 
ou of the discrete hull of T is a multiple of u r, where u ~ is the largest (even) convergent of v that still 
lies inside T. (See Fig. 4 for an illustration: let v be a point slightly below P4; then op2 is the upper 
edge of the discrete hull.) This observation (or a variant of it) has been used in calculating parts of 
the discrete hull in some special cases, where the body is polygonal or given in an explicit form. See 
[10,13,15]. In fact, u is calculated in [13] by performing ray-shootings inside and outside T, an idea 
that we extend to handle our more general settings. 
Unfortunately, these methods fail when the body is either given in an implicit form or is not 
polygonal. We present an extension to the above techniques, where we compute the convergents of 
the required edge direction by performing a sequence of ray-shootings on the given body. 
Lemma 3.7. Let p = (a, b) be a point  o f  the lattice fl~, such that a, b > 0 and gcd(a, b) = I. Let 
Po, . . . , P~ ~ P be the sequence o f  convergents o f  p. 
Then the segment ~s -= pip~4 must intersect the segment op, where o denote the origin and Ji : 
Pi + P~-I, fo r  i = 0 , . . .  ,n. 
Proof. Let l be the line passing through o and p. By definition, Pi =- qiPi-J + P,i-2 and qi is maximal 
such that pi lies on the same side of 1 as Pi-2. Thus, PiJi must intersect l, or qi would not be 
maximal. 
Moreover, PiP~ must intersect op, or else the vector fli+l would be longer than p, which is impos- 
sible. [] 
Let e ~ be the (currently unknown) vector connecting p with pt. Let e be the reduced vector (i.e. 
gcd(x(e), y(e)) = 1) having the same direction as e t. Given e, we can easily obtain p~ by calculating 
the last intersection between C and the discrete ray dray(p, e). Without loss of generality, we assume 
that both coordinates of e are positive. This issue is discussed later in more detail. 
In the following, we assume, for simplicity, that p is the origin. The algorithm, FIND-EDGE- 
DIRECTION, calculates the convergents of e, and thus e itself, by simulating the execution of 
GEOMETRIC-GCD on e. The idea is to replace the half-plane ray-shooting of GEOMETRIC-GCD by 
ray shootings on OC. FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION generates everal candidates for the vector e, because, 
unlike GEOMETRIC-GCD, the vector e is not given explicitly, and the algorithm does not know when 
to stop. The required vector e is simply the clockwise-most vector out of the group of generated 
candidates. 
Let 1 be the line passing through e. Denote by H + the open half-plane lying to the left of e, and 
by H-  the open half-plane lying to the right of e. 
The odd convergents of e are the approximations to e from 'inside' C (namely, these convergents 
lie inside H + and may lie inside C), and the even convergents are the approximations to e from the 
'outside' of C (namely, these convergents do not lie inside C, and lie inside H- ,  except maybe for 
the last convergent that may lie on 1). 
We now describe FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION in detail. The algorithm starts with P-2 = (1,0) and 
p-1 = (0, 1). In the/th stage the algorithm calculates the intersection between ray i = ray(pi-2, pi-1) 
and C. By the relation Pi = qiPi- l +P i -2  it follows that the next convergent of e lies on the discrete ray 
drayi = dray(pi 2, Pi J ). If ray i does not intersect C then we stop the procedure, since by Lemma 3.7 
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Fig. 6. Illustrating an iteration of FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION. 
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we know that all the convergents of e were computed. Otherwise, we apply Lemma 3.7 to decide 
what is the next convergent. There are two cases. 
• i is odd. Let k be maximal such that ray/[k] A C ¢ 0. If k = 0 then we are done, in the sense that 
all convergents of e have already been computed (otherwise, we would have pi = pi 2, which is 
impossible, for i > 0, because all the convergents are distinct). Set p./ +-- p(raYi, k). If Pi C C then 
Pi might be e, and thus it is a candidate for the vector e. 
• i is even. Let k be minimal such that ray~[/~'] N C ¢ 0. If p(rayi, k + 1 ) E C, then it is a candidate 
for the vector e, otherwise p(ray/,/~') is a convergent of e. If k = 0 and i > 0 then we are done. 
Otherwise, set Pi '--- p(ray/, k). 
The algorithm returns the clockwise-most vector out of the candidates generated. See Fig. 6. 
Let P0, . . .  ,P,,, be the convergents of e. The correctness of FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION follows from 
the fact that it performs exactly the same ray-shootings as GEOMETRIC-GCD(e) performs, up to the 
(n - 1)st stage, and selects the correct points on these rays to be the convergents of e. It is easy to 
verify, that if one of the results of these 'n - 1 ray-shootings of FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION differs from 
the corresponding (in - 1) ray-shootings of GEOMETRIC-GCD(e), then e is not the direction of the next 
edge of the discrete hull, because there exists a vector of /2 that lies inside C and is clockwise to e. 
This implies that e is not an edge of the discrete hull, which is a contradiction. 
As for the running time of the algorithm, we notice that the coordinates of the sequence of 
convergents that FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION generates, are a "super-Fibonacci" sequence since x(p~) >~ 
x(p i - j )  + x(pi_?) and y(Pi) >~ y(Pi - , )  + Y(Pi-2). Thus llp~ll ~> IF~I = [¢k/v~j, where Fi is the ith 
Fibonacci number and ¢ = (v~ + 1)/2 is the Golden Ratio (see [61). 
Thus, the (2 + [log¢ 6(C)])th convergent generated by FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION must lie outside 
C, and the ray created in the next step will not intersect C, implying that the algorithm will have 
terminated by this iteration. Each iteration of the algorithm takes O(1) time, and, as just argued, 
there are at most O(log6(C)) iterations. Thus, the total running time of FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION is 
O(log(b(C))). However, it might be that no candidate was generated by FIND-EDGE-DIRECTION. This 
implies that our assumption that x(e), y(e) >~ 0 is false, and e does not lie in the positive quadrant of 
the plane. 
Thus, during the calculation of the discrete hull, the algorithm can either maintain the current 
quadrant of the plane containing e, or alternatively, perform a search for e in each quadrant of 
the plane. Picking e out of the (at most) four candidates generated can be done in O(1) time, by 
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computing their convex hull CH, where e is the first edge of CH encountered when tracing OCH in 
a counterclockwise direction starting from o. 
We thus obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. Given (i) a compact convex shape C in the plane such that the intersection between 
C and a line can be calculated in O(1) time, and (ii) a vertex vo of the discrete hull C O of C, then 
C O can be calculated in O(IC°l log6(C)) time and O(1) space, where IC°l denotes the number of 
vertices of C o . 
Although the assumption m Theorem 3.8 on the availability of a vertex of the discrete hull seems 
to be self-defeating, it can be replaced by a more natural condition, as follows. 
A 
Definition. Let G = (/2, E) be the lattice graph, whose edges connect every pair of lattice points at 
distance 1. A subset S of/2 is lattice-connected if the induced subgraph Gs is connected. 
Lemma 3.9. Given a compact convex body C in the plane, such that C N/2 is lattice-connected, and 
a point v E C n/2, then a point on the discrete hull of C can be calculated in O(log6(C)) time. 
Proof. The idea is to perform an unbounded search for the lowest vertex of the discrete hull of C. 
We intersect C with the horizontal ines li passing through v + (0, -2 i ) ,  for i = 1,2, . . . ,  and stop as 
soon as we encounter a horizontal ine, lk, that does not intersect C N/2. We then perform a binary 
search for the bottom horizontal line of the grid that intersects C, between the horizontal line passing 
through v and lk. The lattice-connectivity of C n/2 guarantees the correctness of this procedure. 
Since k ~< 1 + [log6(C)~, it follows that the binary search is performed on an interval of size 
O(~(C)). 
Given this line, we can calculate avertex of the discrete hull by performing a single ray-shooting. [] 
We thus obtain the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.10. Given a compact convex shape C in the plane such that the intersection between C
and any line can be calculated in O(1) time, such that C n £ is lattice-connected and such that a 
point in C N /2 is available, then the discrete hull C O of C can be calculated in O(IC°l log ~(G')) time 
and 0(1) space, where I C°I denotes the number of vertices of C °. 
In particular, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.11. The discrete hull of a disk D of radius r in the plane can be calculated in O(r 2/3 log r) 
time and O(1) space. 
Proof. In O(1) time we can find a point v ° E D N Z;, by finding the closest point in the lattice 
to the center of D. Unless r < l/x/2, D n/2 is not empty and is always lattice-connected, so, by 
Lemma 3.9, a vertex of the discrete hull of D can be calculated in O(log r) time. The corollary is 
now an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.1. [] 
Given a convex polygon P with 7~ edges in the plane, the algorithm of Lee and Chang [15] computes, 
in O(~, + log 6(/9)) time, a vertex of the discrete hull. All the algorithms described so far, assume 
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that ray-shooting on C can be computed in O(1) time. In general, if T(r~) is the time for answering 
ray-shooting queries on C, then the running time increases by a factor of T(r~). For example, we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.12. Let P be a convex polygon with ~ edges in the plane. The discrete hull pO of P can 
be computed in 0(~ ÷ IP°I log ~(P)log n) time, where IP°I denotes the number of vertices of pO. 
Proof. Using the algorithm of [15], we compute in O(r~ + log6(P)) time a vertex ~'0 of the discrete 
hull. We preprocess P in O(rz) time to answer ay-shooting queries, in O(log n) time, by computing 
the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchical decomposition of P [8]. 
We then compute the discrete hull using the algorithm of Theorem 3.10. Since each ray-shooting 
takes O(log~J) time, the resulting algorithm runs in O(IP °] log~(P) logn) time. [] 
Corollary 3.13. The discrete hull of a convex rz-gon P can be computed in time O(r~ log n log 2 6(P)). 
Proof. Readily follows from Corollary 3.12 and Lemma 3.6. [] 
Using Lemma 3.6, it is possible to replace the conditions in Theorem 3.10 by a more natural 
condition. 
Theorem 3.14. Given a compact convex shape C in the plane and a point p C C, such that the 
intersection between C and any line can be calculated in O(1) time, the discrete hull C o of C can be 
calculated in O(lo82 ~(C) + IC°l log~(C)) time and O(1) space, where IC°l denotes the number of 
vertices of C o . 
Proof. Let B(C)  denote the axis-parallel bounding box of C, and let B denote the discrete hull of 
B(C)  (which is an axis parallel rectangle). Using unbounded search (starting from a lattice point 
near p), similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 3.9, one can compute B, in O(log6(C)) time, by 
performing a sequence of vertical and horizontal ray-shootings on C. 
Let C ~ = CA/3. Clearly DiscreteHull(C) = DiscreteHull(C), and one can compute the intersection 
of C r with a line, in O(1) time, by computing the corresponding line-intersections with C and/3. 
Let P0, Pl be two z-extreme points of C ,  such that P0 and Pl lie on different sides of B, and let 
e = POP1. If le] < 100 then compute the discrete hull of C, in O(1) time, by performing at most 
2 x 100 vertical ray-shootings. 
Otherwise, let T be the vertical trapezoid such that e is its upper edge, the length of its shorter 
vertical edges is 6, and its bottom edge is horizontal, where (5 is the diameter of B. See Fig. 7. 
Using the algorithm of Theorem 3.8, one can compute, in O(log 2 ~(C)) time, a chain S of r~z 
adjacent vertices of the discrete hull of C ~ U T, starting from the lowest lattice point lying on the left 
edge of T, where rrz = 1 + 4(2 [log4)(2~(C)) 1 + 7). If C' \ int T contains a vertex of C °, then S must 
contain such a vertex. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.6, we have 
S = DiscreteHull(T) = DiscreteHull (7- U C'). 
If no such vertex was found, apply the above procedure to the corresponding symmetric vertical 
trapezoid having e as its lower edge, in order to compute a vertex of C o below e (if such a vertex 
exists). Thus, we can compute a vertex of C a, in O(log 2 6(C)) time, if such a vertex exists. 
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Fig. 7. Computing a vertex of the discrete hull of C. 
Starting from this vertex of the discrete hull, one can compute C °, in O([C°l log f(C))  time, by the 
algorithm of Lemma 3.8. [] 
4. Experimental results 
We have implemented the discrete hull algorithm of Section 3, for the special case where C is a disk. 
The algorithm was implemented in C++ on a Sun Sparc-10. The implementation is straightforward, 
and consists of about 150 lines of source code. 
As a competing, naive algorithm, we implemented a variant of the Graham convex-hull algorithm 
(see [16, pp. 80-96]), whose input consists of O(r) lattice points, namely, the two extreme points on 
every vertical lattice line that intersects C. This algorithm generates the points "on demand", instead 
of calculating them in advance (thus using only O(1) storage). This algorithm takes O(r) time to 
calculate the discrete hull of a disk of radius 7". 
See Tables 2-4 for results from experimenting with the algorithm, where IG and DCH denote 
the naive and the new algorithm, respectively. As Table 2 testifies, the new algorithm is efficient in 
practice, and is faster than the 'naive' one, for r ~> 100. 
Table 2 
Experimental results for the discrete hull of a disk D of radius r. The center of the disk was randomly 
chosen in the unit square, one hundred times for each indicated radius 
Average number of points Maximal number of Time in seconds 
on discrete hull iterations per edge DCH IG 
10 16 5 0.0015 0.0010 
100 74 6 0.0097 0.0097 
1,000 345 7 0.0550 0.0890 
10,000 1,603 9 0.2935 0.8991 
100,000 7,442 11 1.5259 9.0403 
1,000,000 34,535 13 7.9662 90.4785 
10,000,000 160,317 14 43.0855 906.9861 
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Table 3 
Experimental results on the size of" the discrete-hull of a disk of radius r 
137 
Points on DH FDHI/r ~-/3 
r Min Max Avg. Min Max Avg. 
10 15 20 16 3.750 5.000 4.143 
100 68 85 74 3.238 4.048 3.555 
1,000 333 360 345 3.330 3.600 3.450 
I0,000 1,568 1,636 1,603 3.379 3.526 3.456 
100,000 7,355 7,521 7,442 3.415 3.492 3.455 
1,000,000 34,358 34,720 34,535 3.436 3.472 3.454 
10,000,000 159 ,879  160 ,674  160,317 3.445 3.462 3.454 
Table 4 
Experimental results on the number of lattice points on the boundary of the discrete hull of a disk of 
radius r 
Points on DHS IDHSI/r "-/3 
r Mi n Max Avg. Min Max Avg. 
10 32 46 40 8.000 11.500 10.123 
100 216 251 235 10.286 11.952 11.216 
1,000 1,075 1,278 1,217 10.750 12.780 12.173 
10,000 5,697 6,260 5,986 12.278 13.491 12.902 
100,000 28,081 29,748 28,807 13.037 13.811 13.374 
1,000,000 133 ,964  139 ,767  137,535 13.396 13.977 13.754 
10,000,000 637 ,281  657,949 647,339 13.730 14.175 13.947 
As the results of Table 3 indicate, the average number of vertices of the discrete hull of a disk of 
radius r is about 3.45rU3. The constant 3.45 is within the range 0.33-5.54 proven in [2]. Moreover, 
Balog also performed experimental testing for the case of disks centered at the origin, and got similar 
results [3]. Thus, our results suggest hat l im, .~ [DH(Dr)[/7 "2/3 ex is ts  and lies in the range 3.44-3.46, 
where Dr is the disk of radius r centered at the origin. The existence of this limit was posed as an 
open question in [2]. 
We are not aware of any work that gives a rigorous analysis of this constant, and we leave it as 
an open problem for further research. Nevertheless, Balog and Deshoullier proved the existence of 
l im, .~ IN(r)1/f.2/3, where N(r)  is the average of IDH(D~,)[ over a small interval It, r + HI/ 'or some 
H < 1 [3]. 
As the results of Table 4 indicate, the ratio between the average number of lattice points on the 
boundary of the discrete hull of a disk of radius r and r 2/3, appears to be monotone increasing. On 
the other hand, by Lemma 3.2 this ratio is O(l). Thus, we conjecture that this ratio converges to a 
constant, as r tends to infinity. 
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